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1. Introduction
This is the first edition of the Danish Agency For Culture's Report "Media Development in Denmark ".
Until now, there has never been a comprehensive report on the media sector in Denmark that included
statistics for the use of TV, radio and printed media (newspapers), the internet and mobile devices, as well
as analyses and descriptions of the sector's economy, employment and major companies and major anal‐
yses of elements that are more content‐related.
We hope that the Report "Media Development in Denmark" will at least in the long term enable people to
have a complete overview of the Danish media sector and its conditions. An external editorial panel of pro‐
fessionals was appointed when the project was established and the panel has provided advice during the
writing of the report. The editorial panel consists of six professional media experts, researchers and media
sector representatives who have provided advice, development assistance, prioritisation and quality assur‐
ance on an on‐going basis.
To learn more about the editorial panel, go to the report's website and select "About the report".
The main aim of this first edition of the report is to establish a basic structure, basic data and basic
knowledge, which can be worked on going forward. Future reports will therefore contain updates of the
findings and time series that were established in this year's study, as well as new and supplementary sur‐
veys that have been carried out, which can contribute to a complete overview of the development of the
media.
In the summary below, we select and compile the most important conclusions of the year's surveys.
The report is web‐based and divided into a number of web pages. In the separate sections for TV, radio,
newspapers/magazines, etc., there are major detailed analyses of the use of the relevant platforms – both
by the population in general and by different segments of the population. These separate sections also
show which studies or analyses are being considered for inclusion in future reports.
In the media sector analysis section, there is a comprehensive review of the media sector with sub‐sectors,
in relation to key financial figures such as employment figures, and a review of a number of the biggest
media companies in Denmark.
In addition, in the section "Special Reports", you can learn more about a number of major projects that
have been initiated about media ethics, media quality and media use and find completed special reports
about internet traffic in relation to the reported news media's websites.
It is our aim that in the future the report will cover more and more of the Danish media market and its rap‐
id development. The 2014 report is the foundation for this.
We hope you find the contents interesting, useful and enlightening. Enjoy the report!

2. Why should we be interested in the media?
The media's role in contemporary society is described in an article by Stig Hjarvard, professor in media
studies at the University of Copenhagen and a member of the external editorial panel. He writes:
"The media permeates our society to such a degree that it can no longer be thought of as being separate
from other cultural and societal institutions ... an understanding of the media's importance in modern socie‐
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ty can no longer be left to a model where the media is considered as something separate from the rest of
society and culture. The media is not just a set of technologies, which companies, parties or individuals can
choose to use – or not use – at their own discretion. A significant part of the media's impact is that it has
become an integrated part of other institutions' operations, while at the same time it has achieved inde‐
pendence, so that other institutions to a certain degree must subordinate to the media's logic. The media is
embedded in society and culture and at the same time, it is an independent institution that stands between
the other cultural and societal institutions and coordinates the mutual interaction of these institutions. This
structural relationship sets a number of premises for how media messages in specific situations are used
and perceived by the sender and recipients' and in that way affects the interaction between people ..."
In other words, the media is a link between the different institutions of society and between citizens and
the society. It is through all of the forms of the media that people can hear, learn, study, stay up to date
and remain informed about the wider society and also the international world – and above all, via the me‐
dia, citizens, politicians, pundits etc., have the opportunity to make their opinions and positions known and
heard and are able to participate in the society.
The media is an important source of knowledge and learning and a resource that helps to set the frame‐
work of people's lives in Denmark.
The media is not disconnected from society but functions under the premises, conditions and frameworks
laid down by legislation, finance and consumers.
The media is an essential part of our society and democracy. It follows developments in a society, examines
areas that are uncomfortable and creates – for better or worse some might say – transparency and con‐
text. The media is a significant platform for the dialogue that develops and drives society, and it is here
where differences and similarities are found that define Danish society or groups that exist within Danish
society that provide a sense of community – the shared narrative.
Therefore, we should be interested in the media, the consumption of the media and the state of the media.

3. Evolution or revolution?
The media constantly changes, especially in recent years. Technological development and the widespread
availability of ever‐faster internet connections in Denmark and the associated price movement has opened
new ways to produce and publish content – supplied by professionals and ordinary individuals – allowing
people to consume precisely the media content that they want, where they want it and to what degree.
Now anyone can watch, listen and read 24 hours a day – and even be heard and watched – more or less
whenever it suits them, and on any digital device.
The media market is undergoing structural changes in these years, but the impact on the different media
groups is not the same and it is happening at different speeds.
The changes are affecting commercial media and public service media differently, since among other
things, commercial media depends on the users' willingness to pay for content but also by other sources of
finance.
It is important that public service media reach a wide audience, because to a great degree their legitimacy
depends on them being used by as many people as possible. They must provide a service to every Dane,
while complying with the terms and conditions for public service companies, which are described in con‐
tracts and licences.
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In recent times, media categories have been undergoing change and perhaps may even be disintegrating to
a certain degree. For many years, newspaper publishers' products have been available in print form and to
an ever‐increasing degree available online (if not more available) where they are constantly updated and
regularly have moving images.
Traditional TV enterprises no longer only offer linear flow television through traditional television viewing,
they now also show the same content as a live stream on the internet. They also have streaming services
for staggered, on‐demand viewing on the internet of all of the broadcast programmes, and in some cases
they let people view content that has not yet been broadcast or will not be broadcast on traditional televi‐
sion. The TV stations have websites with comprehensive and varied content, such as news, entertainment
and education.
Radio too can be downloaded on‐demand as a live stream on the internet or as podcasts for staggered lis‐
tening. In several cases, web cameras have been set up in radio station studios, so people can view the
radio programmes as they are broadcast live, and they can watch the filmed radio programmes later via
YouTube and other platforms. However, does radio stop being radio when this happens?
In recent times, some TV distributors, mainly international distributors , have started to provide content
that can be viewed via other channels but which are only available as on‐demand at the individual distribu‐
tor. The distributors thereby change to a certain degree from being a platform to being a media.
Are we witnessing media evolution or a media revolution? Are media users changing their habits at the
same speed as the new options are becoming available?
If we look at some concrete figures, for example accepted media industry figures and figures from Statistics
Denmark, we can see that of course there is development and change in the use of media but that the
speed of change is not the same in all areas. In fact, the speed of development is very different in some
areas, especially among age groups, and also in terms of gender, different educational groups and geo‐
graphical location.
The following text will review the development of consumption of different platforms.

3.1 Television
The average daily viewing figures for traditional television fell from 195 minutes in 2012 to 180 minutes in
2013 – a fall of almost 8 %. However in 2013, there is still a very high level of television viewing from a his‐
torical perspective – in 1992, the daily viewing figure was 143 minutes. There is a clear correlation between
a viewer's age and the amount of time spent watching television. The older the viewer, the longer time he
or she spends watching television every day. In 2013, children up to the age of 11 watched an average of 98
minutes of television every day, while people who were 71 years old or older, watched 265 minutes of tele‐
vision every day.
Some television viewers have moved over to other platforms, however, this is not measured in the official
media industry analyses. This means that we do not know to what degree television viewing is happening
on other platforms. However, the Gallup/TV‐Meter – Annual Survey figures shown in Table 1, indicate that
watching television on the internet is only developing relatively slowly. A large share of homes that have
internet access – almost 43 % in week 1‐13 in 2014 – never watch television on the internet.
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Table 1: How often is television watched on the internet at home – as a share of households (%)
Week
1‐13
6.8 %

2011
Week
14‐26
6.1 %

Once a week

4.8 %

3.8 %

4.2 %

4.8 %

5.0 %

4‐6 times a week

4.1 %

3.7 %

3.8 %

3.8 %

3.8 %

1‐3 times a week

13.7 %

1‐3 times a month
More rarely
Never

Several times a day

2012
Week Week Week Week
31‐47
1‐13 14‐26 31‐48
6.3 % 6.4 % 5.5 % 5.2 %

Week
1‐13
6.9 %

2013
Week
14‐26
5.9 %

2014
Week Week
31‐48
1‐13
6.9 % 8.4 %

5.1 %

5.8 %

5.7 %

6.0 %

7.9 %

4.0 %

4.7 %

4.4 %

4.9 %

4.3 %

13.4 %

12.7 % 12.5 % 12.1 % 11.8 %

13.4 %

14.7 %

12.9 % 14.1 %

11.6 %

10.8 %

11.4 % 11.1 % 10.7 % 12.7 %

11.1 %

11.5 %

10.7 % 11.0 %

13.7 %

14.9 %

15.0 % 14.0 % 13.9 % 13.4 %

13.2 %

12.7 %

12.2 % 11.3 %

45.3 %

47.3 %

46.7 % 47.3 % 48.9 % 47.8 %

44.9 %

45.0 %

46.4 % 42.9 %

Learn more about television consumption in the television section in the report's website.

3.2 Radio
In this first edition of the report on the development of the media in Denmark, analyses have solely been
carried out in relation to national radio. Local radio is not included in this year's report but it is expected
that it will be included in the future.
The average daily listening figures for radio fell from 119 minutes in 2012 to 117 minutes in 2013 – a fall of
almost 2 %. The general trend is one of decline and in 2008, Danes listened to 131 minutes every day. Like
television, there is a correlation between the amount of time spent listening to radio and the listener's age.
In 2013, people aged 12 to 18, listened to 54 minutes of radio every day while people who were 70 years
old or older, listened to 154 minutes every day.
Just like television, there are a proportion of listeners who are not registered by official media industry
figures, e.g. podcasts are not included.
Politicians in Denmark have decided that FM radio should be shut down and all radio should be digital radio
by 2019, if by the middle of 2018 over 50 % of listeners use digital radio.
The development on the user side in the direction of listening to radio on new platforms is relatively slow,
as the table below shows.
Table 2: Distribution of radio listening (national) on platforms in %, in the period 2009–2013
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Unknown platform

21.3 %

15.4 %

14.9 %

14.3 %

15.4 %

FM

71.7 %

77.2 %

76.9 %

67.2 %

64.1 %

DAB

5.5 %

5.7 %

6.6 %

9.2 %

11.1 %

INTERNET

1.6 %

2.4 %

2.5 %

3.4 %

4.3 %

5.0 %

6.0 %

Cable

‐

‐

‐

Part of the explanation of this may be because the history of radio is not the same as the history of televi‐
sion. For many decades, radio was a mobile medium that could be listened to in locations outside the
home. In this way, new technologies do not provide the same advantages in the form of new mobility in the
same way they do for example for television, or in the form of better sound quality. Above all, the benefit is
the increased provision of channels that are accessible via other technologies than FM – diversity of choice
is increasing.
Learn more about radio consumption in the radio section in the report’s website.
Danish Agency For Culture/Media development in Denmark 2014/SUMMARY 2014
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3.3 Newspapers
In 2013, almost 2.2. million Danes read a printed newspaper every day. In 2012, the figure was over 2.4
million, so there has been a decline of over 11%. In 2010, almost 2.8. million Danes read a printed newspa‐
per every day. The printed newspapers are clearly the media group that has suffered the worst fall in the
number of readers. Their readership declined by almost 22 % in the period 2010 ‐ 2013.
The national newspapers' readership declined by over 27% in the period 2010 ‐ 2013. This is a greater de‐
cline than their provincial counterparts. The provincial newspapers' readership declined by 20 % in the
same period.
The annual report has shown that attitudes play a crucial role for the readers of printed media and this
means there is a major differentiation between the readers.
Table 3: Newspaper readership – average daily readers (x 1000) of printed newspapers in 2010–2013
2010

2011

2012

2013

All daily newspapers

2,763

2,606

2,436

2,159

All national daily newspapers

2,051

1,904

1,772

1,495

All provincial newspapers

1,281

1,213

1,125

1,027

Written reported (news) media are and have been undergoing powerful changes but they most definitely
will not disappear as printed media, not today or tomorrow. The development, where consumption to a
great degree has moved over to the internet, has provided fertile ground for online media and for new
products in newspaper groups' product portfolios.
The newspapers groups' products have for a very long time been available on the internet, and according to
them, they have never reached so many Danes as they do now. However, the development has also chal‐
lenged the newspaper groups because they are forced to find new business models that can ensure earn‐
ings and thus ensure the production of content. When assessing the development of printed written media,
it is therefore relevant to also look at a number of newspaper groups' output on platforms other than
printed media to get an impression of the overall range. More details about the media's range on the inter‐
net are given in section 4.3 below.
Learn more about newspapers' readerships in the news section in the report's website.

3.4 The internet in general
In 2013, 91 % of Danes had access to the internet. Age has a major significance in this context. Internet
access at home is almost universal for Danes up to the age of 54, but only 51 % of people aged 75 to 89
have access to the internet.
The share of Danes aged 16 to 89 who use the internet on a daily basis rose from 81 % in 2012, to 84 % in
2013. In 2005, 57 % of Danes used the internet on a daily basis.
There is also a large difference between the youngest and the oldest age groups in relation to internet use.
Over 90 % of Danes who are 44 years old or younger, use the internet every day or almost every day. This
share falls gradually as age increases. It is 57 % for people aged 65 to 74, 29 % for people aged 75 to 89 – In
the oldest age group, 51 % of Danes have never used the internet.
The laptop was the most frequently used piece of equipment for accessing the internet in 2013 – laptops
were used by 79 % of internet users to access the internet, followed by smartphones at 56 %. Tablet com‐
puters have not yet gained much of a foothold; however, tablet computers were used by 34 % of internet
users to access the internet 2013. Age also has a big impact on what kind of equipment is used to access
Danish Agency For Culture/Media development in Denmark 2014/SUMMARY 2014
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the internet. For example, 81 % of people aged 16 to 24 used a smartphone to access the internet in 2013,
compared to only 5 % of people aged 75 to 89.
Interest in social media is immense. In 2013, 65 % of Danish internet users were connected to a social me‐
dia platform service – 10 years ago very few people had heard of social media.
Learn more about internet consumption in the internet section in the report's website.

3.5 Mobile phone/tablet
According to Statistics Denmark's analyses of electronics in the home in terms of type of consumption and
time, 98 % of Danish families had a mobile phone in 2013. From 1994‐2002, this figure had increased from
14 % to 84 %. The percentage increase from 2002 onwards is obviously significantly lower. The widespread
use of mobile phones had reached a level where it was almost impossible for it to be any higher.
Smartphones have spread very rapidly. In 2011, 33 % of Danish families owned a smartphone, which in‐
creased to 63 % in 2013. For tablet and mini computers, the figure has increased from 9 % to 33 %.
Mobile phone and smartphone use is very high in Denmark. According to a study carried out by Statistics
Denmark in 2013, 93 % of Danes had used a mobile phone or smartphone in the last three months.
There is a difference in mobile phone or smartphone use in term of age groups. Among people who are 64
years old or younger, 90 % had used a mobile phone or smartphone, and this figure fell to 70 % for people
aged 75 to 89.
The most used function was the traditional SMS, which 84 % had used, while the second‐most used func‐
tion was accessing the internet via a mobile/smartphone, which 55 % had done in 2013. In 2010, only 21 %
had done this. There is also a large increase in the use of apps, GPS, online banking and payments via mo‐
bile phones. In effect, Danes are increasingly mobile in their daily activities – correspondingly, so too so is
their media use. However, for most mobile functions and mobile services, there is a very great difference in
their use by different age groups. The trend is without exception that the youngest age groups use the dif‐
ferent mobile functions and mobile services to a much greater degree than older age groups.
Learn more about mobile phone/tablet use in the internet section in the report's website.

4. Public service and non‐public service media
The role of public service media is constantly debated and in the Nordic countries, public service media
have a much greater role than in other western countries. In Denmark, public service media, because of
requirements such as those in the public service contracts, are required to be available on several plat‐
forms. There is a general obligation for the majority of Danish public service providers to have services
available on what is considered the most relevant platforms. The results of this are summed up in the fol‐
lowing text.

4.1 Television
Since 1992, when public service television accounted for 75 % of viewing, Danish public service television's
share of viewers has decreased gradually while non‐public service television's share has increased gradual‐
ly. The trend has slightly stagnated in the last couple of years and public service television still accounts for
over half of all the viewing by Danes in 2013 (55 %). Different factors affect how much public service televi‐
sion is watched by an individual, including age and education. Public service has a 52 % share of children
aged 3 to 11 and the general trend, is that the younger the person, the smaller public service television's
share is. In 2013, public service television had a share of 67 % for people who were 71 years old or older,
while this fell to 37 % for young people aged 12 to 18. In relation to education, the higher the education,
Danish Agency For Culture/Media development in Denmark 2014/SUMMARY 2014
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the higher tthe share off public serviice televisionn (no vocatio
onal education: 54 % sh are, long furrther educa‐‐
tion: 64 % sshare).
By launchin
ng a numberr of niche ch
hannels, botth DR (Danissh Broadcastting Corporaation) and TV
V2 Danmarkk
A/S, like the commercial television
n stations, haave followed
d the develo
opment of m
more fragme
ented mediaa
on. However,, in contrast to DR's nich e channels, TV2's niche channels
c
do not have to meet publicc
consumptio
service obligations. Theese channels are thereforre not includ
ded as publicc service teleevision in thiis report butt
public service
e television. TV2 regionss' 24‐hour ch
hannels weree launched in 2012, and
d
rather as paart of non‐p
they accoun
nted for almost 1 % of viiewing in 20113. In additio
on, TV2 regio
ons' share off programmiing is sent in
n
windows on
n TV2's main channel.
Figure 1: Sh
hare in % for public servicce television and non‐pub
blic service te
elevision, 19992‐2013

Public service television
n still plays an important role as mass media in Denmark. Thi s is also refle
ected by thee
Danes who watch
w
the pu
ublic service channels during any give
en week.
number of D
Both publicc service teleevision and non‐public sservice televvision are seen by a largge section off the Danish
h
population during any given
g
week. The weekly reach, which is an expre
ession of thee media's rea
ach during a
week (how large a share have watched five uninnterrupted minutes)
m
is 89
8 % for publlic service te
elevision and
d
74 % for non‐public servvice televisio
on.
In relation tto people watching
w
television on plaatforms othe
er than traditional flow TV, there arre no officiall
media industry figures. However, we
w know thatt from a web‐based stud
dy carried ouut by TNS Ga
allup for thee
Danish Con
nsumer Electtronics Asso
ociation (BFEE), the three most‐used
d streaming services in homes aree
YouTube (39 %), DR NU (23 %) and Netflix
N
(22 %
%).
Learn moree about public service tele
evision in thee television section in the report's w
website.

4.2 Radio
Public serviice radio rep
presented byy the three national rad
dio channels, accounts fo
for a very large share off
the entire pperiod of 20
listening in Denmark. Throughout
T
008‐2013, pu
ublic service radio accou
unted for att
h a major iimpact on public servicee
least a 75 % share of lisstening and in 2013, it acccounted forr 78 %. Age has
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radio's sharre of listenerrs: In 2013, public
p
servicce radio had a share of liistening of 996 % among people who
o
were 70 years old or older, while this
t share fe ll to 59 % fo
or young peo
ople aged 122 to 18. Radio24syv wass
n 2011 and in
n 2013, it ha
ad achieved a share of listening of allmost 2 %. TThere is very little move‐‐
launched in
ment in thee share of pu
ublic service radio and coommercial radio, and in 2013, comm
mercial radio
o had a 22 %
share of nattional listening.
Figure 2: Sh
hare in % for public servicce radio and commercial radio, 1992‐‐2013

Public service radio also
o has a high weekly reacch: During an
ny week, pub
blic service rradio channe
els are heard
d
by 83 % of D
Danes for at least five un
ninterruptedd minutes, while that figu
ure is 63 % foor the nation
nal commer‐‐
cial radio ch
hannels, which means these channelss also are in contact with
h very many Danes.
Learn moree about public service rad
dio in the raddio section in
n the report's website.
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4.3 The internet
In 2013, the national newspapers' websites had in total over 2.5 million users – an increase of just over 9 %
compared to 2012, while public service media had almost 2.6 million users – an increase of almost 3 %
compared to 2012. The two media groups had more or less the same population reach (share of the popu‐
lation they are in contact with) in 2013 – 55 % and 57 respectively. This is an increase for both media
groups compared to 2012.
Table 4: Use of national newspaper media's websites and public service media's websites 2009‐2013
2009
Danish internet users, who are seven years
old or older

Users (x 1000)

National
newspaper
media

2012
Public
service
media

National
newspaper
media

2013
Public
service
media

National
newspaper
media

Public
service
media

2,166

2,373

2,298

2,317

2,514

2,585

51 %

55 %

51 %

51 %

55 %

57 %

Visits (x 1000) per month

70,063

37,453

100,304

46,676

96,964

51,885

Visits per user per month

32

16

44

20

39

20

Page views (x 1000)

297,043

233,402

382,268

195,397

352,631

190,749

Time spent per user per month
(hours:minutes:seconds)

2:38:20

1:45:04

3:33:55

2:00:16

2:59:00

1:51:01

Population reach

The two media groups are more or less at the same level in terms of the total number of users and reach. If
we also take into account the total number of visits, the total number of visits per user per month, the total
number of page views and time spent, national newspaper media websites are much higher than public
service media. However, there has been some movement from 2012 to 2013, with the gap between na‐
tional newspaper media websites and public service media websites narrowing slightly. There is also differ‐
ences among the national newspaper media; in particular, the tabloid media's higher total number of users
boost the figures for national newspaper media websites.
This development can partly be ascribed to the fact that newspaper media have implemented different
access payment models for their websites. For example, there are a maximum total number of articles that
can be read for free in the individual websites each month, after which the reader is prevented from read‐
ing any more content for the rest of the month or there may be some content that can be accessed by
payment while the rest of the content is available for free, regardless of the total number of articles that
the user has read.
These payment models probably mean that the users visit several media websites than they would have
done if all of the content had been free or they access the same websites from several different devices.

4.4 Summary of public service
Public service media continues to account for a large part of Danes' media consumption when it comes to
traditional TV and national radio. Public service media also has major presence among Danes when it
comes to the internet. In relation to the more active use of internet media – measured or example, in rela‐
tion to the time spent by Danes using net pages and how many page views and visits the users have, the
level of use of public service media websites is less than newspaper groups' websites.
This situation may be due to the fact that public service media on radio and television were established
many decades ago, becoming fully established and consolidated in the market and only now, much later
on, have they faced competition from commercial providers from foreign media on a large scale. In relation
to the internet, public service media has in effect "kept up" with the commercial media in line with the
development.
Danish Agency For Culture/Media development in Denmark 2014/SUMMARY 2014
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Learn more about public service media on the internet in the internet section in the report's website.

5. What do Danes watch and listen to on television and radio?
We know to a certain degree what programme types media users have access to and how they use what is
available on the channels. However, what is being broadcast and what is being watched?

5.1 Broadcast and watched television programme categories
In total, 51.4 % of broadcast time on public service channels in 2013 was used to broadcast news (general
news and sport), current affairs, regional programmes, information, culture and education. In relation to
this, viewers divided their television viewing on the public service channels, so that 53.9 % of the time they
spent looking at public service channels was spent on looking at these programme categories. They also
spent a relatively little more time to watch these programmes on the channels than was broadcast.
The calculated radio figures show which programme categories have an "over consumption" or "under
consumption" in relation to how much is broadcast in the individual programme categories. For example, in
2013 there was an over consumption of current affairs programmes (ratio 168) and regional programmes
(ratio 740), i.e. the Danes saw relatively more of this than was broadcast – and an under consumption of
information and culture (ratio 76) and education (ratio 33).
Table 5: TV: Broadcast time and viewing time divided across programme categories on public service televi‐
sion in 2013
PUBLIC SERVICE TV
PUBLIC SERVICE TV
Ratio
Broadcast time dis‐
Viewing time distri‐
broadcast‐
tribution in %, 2013
bution in %, 2013
seen*
General news
12.9 %
14.4 %
112
Sports news
0.3 %
1.4 %
467
Current affairs
6.5 %
10.9 %
168
Regional programmes
0.5 %
3.7 %
740
Information and culture
30.9 %
23.4 %
76
Sport
2.5 %
7.0 %
280
Entertainment
4.1 %
6.7 %
163
Music
1.6 %
1.5 %
94
Education
0.3 %
0.1 %
33
Foreign fiction
33.7 %
22.3 %
66
Danish/Nordic fiction
6.7 %
8.6 %
112
* Ratio = 100: Same amount seen as was broadcast of category, Ratio > 100: Relatively more seen than was broadcast
of category, Ratio < 100: Relatively less seen than was broadcast of category

In 2013, 26.6 % of non‐public service total output programme categories consisted of news (general and
sport), current affairs, information and culture, while viewers in total spent 31.1 % of their viewing on the
non‐public service channels in these categories (however, see note ** below Table 6 below). Viewers of
public service channels also watched slightly more than was broadcast in these categories. General news
and current affairs fell here, to a ratio of 192 and 156, respectively. In other words, significantly more was
viewed than was proportionally broadcast in 2013. Because TV2/NEWS is not covered by TV2's public ser‐
vice obligations, this channel is not listed under public service TV and this obviously has an influence on the
broadcast times and viewing times distribution in this channel category.
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Table 6: TV: Broadcast time and viewing time divided across programme categories on non‐public service
television** in 2013
NON‐PUBLIC SER‐
NON‐PUBLIC SER‐
Ratio broad‐
VICE TV
VICE TV
cast/seen*
Broadcast time
Viewing time distri‐
distribution in %,
bution in %, 2013
2013
General news
5.1 %
9.8 %
192
Sports news
0.1 %
0.1 %
100
Current affairs
1.8 %
2.8 %
156
Information and culture
19.6 %
18.4 %
94
Sport
15.2 %
13.7 %
90
Entertainment
5.4 %
9.2 %
170
Music
17.1 %
3.1 %
18
Foreign fiction
13.8 %
15.7 %
114
Danish/Nordic fiction
0.4 %
1.6 %
400
Non‐categorised fiction***
21.4 %
25.5 %
119
* Ratio = 100: Same amount seen as was broadcast of category, Ratio > 100: Relatively more seen than was broadcast
of category, Ratio < 100: Relatively less seen than was broadcast of category
** Non‐categorised programmes are subtracted for non‐public service television. Therefore, the report does not fully
cover these channels
*** Assessed to be foreign fiction after an incomplete review of programme level.

That is, the Danes in general are hungry for news and current affairs and spend a relatively large part of
their television viewing time on watching public service channels to see these types of programmes. How‐
ever, entertainment, sport and Danish/Nordic fiction are also popular programme types, but this year's
analysis has shown a significant difference between different age groups in terms of the programme types
that Danes want to see.
Learn more about programme categories, broadcast time and viewing time on television in the television
section of the report's website.

5.2 Broadcast and listened to radio programme categories
Only the public service media codes radio programme category. This means we only know about the distri‐
bution of broadcast and listened to public service channels and nothing about the national commercial
channels.
In 2013, 48 % of the total broadcast time and 68 % of listening time on the public service radio channels
consisted of news, current affairs, information and culture. It seems clear then that Danes to a very high
degree consider and use Danish public service radio as a means of gaining information.
Table 7: Radio: Broadcast time and listening time divided across programme categories on public service
radio in 2013
PUBLIC SERVICE RADIO PUBLIC SERVICE RADIO
Ratio broad‐
Broadcast time distri‐
Listening time distribu‐
cast/listened to*
bution in %, 2013
tion in %, 2013
News
12.8 %
11.2 %
88.0
Current affairs
19.7 %
39.0 %
197.4
Information and culture
15.5 %
17.8 %
114.8
Sport
0.8 %
2.3 %
308.5
Music
42.1 %
17.6 %
42.0
Drama and fiction
0.1 %
0.1 %
92.3
Entertainment
9.1 %
11.9 %
131.5
* Ratio = 100: Same amount listened to as was broadcast of category, Ratio > 100: Relatively more listened to than
was broadcast of category, Ratio < 100: Relatively less listened to than was broadcast of category
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In addition, in relation to radio listening, it is confirmed that the Danes are interested in listening to current
affairs, information and culture.
Learn more about programme categories, broadcast time and listening time on radio in the radio section of
the report's website.

5.3 Content on the internet and mobile devices
At the time of writing this report on the media's development, we do not have detailed knowledge about
precisely which content internet users look for, or their search activity and thus which media content they
precisely seek on the internet.
However, we do know from the previously mentioned survey carried out by Statistics Denmark, there is in
general major interest in reading or downloading news on the internet – 73 % of all internet users aged 16
to 89, did this in 2013. Of mobile phone users, 60 % in the same age group downloaded or read the news
and newspapers outside their home or at the workplace using their mobile phone or smartphone.

6. Media sector economy and employment
In 2011, the media sector had a total turnover of DKK 24.4 billion, compared to a turnover of DKK 26.9 bil‐
lion in 2008. This is a reduction of 9 %, equivalent to DKK 2.5 billion. However, the various parts of the sec‐
tor have been affected differently. In particular, the printed written media business area (defined as weekly
magazines and magazines, local newspapers and advertising papers and daily newspapers) has been affect‐
ed to a much greater degree compared to other media. Together, they have experienced a decline of DKK
2.2 billion in the period 2008‐2011.
The earnings structure for advertisements in the Danish media market was changed significantly by internet
advertising and the emergence of major international players. It is estimated that 51% of all Danish money
spent on advertising goes to foreign companies. The amount that is allotted abroad, represents a total of
20 % of the advertising budget in 2013.
This creates a number of challenges, especially for printed written media which loses subscription earnings,
but also for the other media groups that are dependent on advertising sales and so therefore can no longer
achieve the same earnings to finance the production of their content.
Obviously, the downturn in the media sector has had an impact on operations. The various businesses op‐
erating in the sector have reduced manpower by 8 %, equivalent to a reduction of 2,015 jobs. However in
2011, the sector continued to employ 24,560 people in Denmark – defined as full time and part‐time em‐
ployees. If employment is calculated as full‐time equivalent, full‐time equivalent employment has fallen by
10 % in the period 2008‐2011, equivalent to 1,835 full‐time equivalent jobs. As with the decline in turnover,
the printed written media has adjusted its operations the most. In total, it has seen a reduction of 2,559
jobs and a reduction in relation to full‐time equivalent jobs of 1,777 in the three businesses.
Basically, all of the businesses have been affected by the crisis, but radio seems to be especially undergoing
a positive development. Despite the decline in turnover and full‐time equivalent employment, media com‐
panies can continue to create value, this is indicated by the added value in the individual businesses over
time, which in the light of operational adjustments has increased the value added per full‐time equivalent
job in the printed media.

7. Sources
Source for figures used in the summary:
Television viewing: Gallup/TV‐Meter
Radio listening: Gallup/Radio‐Meter
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Newspaper reading: Gallup/Index Danmark
Internet traffic on the media: Gemius Explorer/Gemius Audience Research
Internet use in general: Statistics Denmark
Sector economy and employment: Figures provided by Statistics Denmark
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